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This paper deals with some thoughts on technical careers that have emerged

from a long-range research program, a program that is beginning to suggest

certain interesting conclusions relevant to the management of technical pro-

fessionals. It is not yet a finished story, but we know--at least in outline

form--the beginning, the plot structure, and some parts at least of the

conclusions.

It began with a study of MIT alumni some 15 or so years into their careers,

a group of highly trained scientists and engineers working in a variety of

positions in private industry, non-profit labs, or universities. One finding

from this study was particularly striking, and sparked off the subsequent line

of inquiry. The data showed that one group among the MIT alumni seemed to be

in some trouble at this mid-point in their careers. This troubled group

consisted primarily of engineers who were still working as engineers--who had

remained faithful to their original interests and training. It turned out that

this group of committed engineers had more negative reactions to their work

than any other: they were less satisfied with their jobs, less involved with

their work, and perceived themselves as le;s successful. What was particular'y

Jisturbing was the Fa.ct that it was thc technically most competent among them

(those most interested in technicaj work and most highly rewarded by their

organizations) who were the ,iost negmttivc of all "Railyn, 1980).

(learl)' tbgcre w s something wrqn ;, -hough from these A. " data

one could only mi-e conject,,ros. Pcri1nps t nese people were simpt., .r I,

from the "ills" ,- f nii dle age: irh,',s they (oere having a "mid-life crisis"

or were suffering frcm 'huriaout." But tihc.h:e nutions did not explain why it

was that just those ii engineerin.il start postions, and particularly those

who were most tec'bn}.call competent, were the ones who sho%.,d the most negative

reactions to their work.
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Thlie first thing we did to try to understand this finding was to ge

back to some of them (now 8 years after the original study) and talk to them

in greater detail about their work and their reactions to it. From these

second level data we isolated a group of engineers who were most committed

to their technical work and for whom these problems were particularly acute.

What was important to this small group of highly committed but especially

troubled engineers was to be involved in the solution of technical puzzle.-.

I call them puzzles because, like jigsaw puzzles or crossword puzzles,

they have certain attributes in common of which three seem to be critical:

1) a puzzle is a problem for which a solution exists--true for jigsaw puzzles and

crossword puzzles, not necessarily true for all scientific problems; 2)

the procedures to reach a solution are known, and known to the person working

on the puzzle--unlike an American trying to solve a British crossword puzzle;

and 3) there is fairly immediate feedback from the work itself on whether or

not one is on the right tack.

It is these attributes that were of critical importance to this narticular

group of troubled engineers. For them, doing work that meets these criteria

is important because it is tied to their feelings of competence, to their sense

of self-worth. H[ere is a quote frin one of these people which makes this

point:

In eng-neering you are quickly calibrated or evaluated. You
.an mc;-.-ure the efficiency of a product and this gives you an
evaluation of your own success or failure...In some professions
you rever know whether you succeed or fail. You can convince
--oar.,,l t, bit you never have solid rroof whether you have done
well. That's the advantage of liard core engineering.

dt yet, this same person not oni} feels he has not had an entirely

satisfactory career, he feels in fact that he should have gone into a

different field altogethec. What happeneJ, it ;(.ems, was that he could not

find an organizational position in which he cou!Id ,row and gain recognition

_44
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and still retain the involvement with technical puzzles that meant so muzh

to him. His solution was a compromise, and a risky one. fie opted for the

role of "internal consultant"--the sole authority in his company of a very

specialized area. It met his need to solve technical problems, but it left

him isolated in his organization and highly vulnerable to changes in technology.

Others in the same situation, we found, made the exactly opposite choice.

They worked into management and gave up the satisfaction derived from

technical work in exchange for the status, recognition, and pay that they

felt they could not get by adhering to their original goals (Lynch and Bailyn,

1980).

It is the presence of this dilemma for the technically oriented engineer--

the dilemma between following a technical bent but becoming organizationally

isolated and unrecognized on the one hand, or, on the other, moving into

management and losing contact with one's technical goals and competence--

that made the general issue clearer. The problems, we were finding, are not

individual ones. Rather, it became apparent that the problems in pursuing

technical career3 over a lifetime are mainly organizational. It became

important, therefore, to identify more precisely what exactly the organizational

constraints were. It is for this reason that the next phase of the researcti--

the one that ; the main focus of this paper--was a pursuit of these issues

in a specific organi-ational contexf.

Let me describe the setting. 1 collected data from technical profes.,innals

in three laboratories engaged in high technology research and development. L-ch

had approximately 75 profcssio11l-0. The disc4:1line and education m*- of the 'taff,
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houevervaried; some had more Ph.). scientists, others more engineers. AIl thre

labs confronted dramatic changes in their competitive environment. They had to

adjust to rapid technological change; to new pressures on employment practices.

to slowing economic growth: and to reduced federal support of research act ivities.

As a result of these changes in the industry, I found a different

understanding of innovation and productivity emerging in these labs. The

work was now more market-oriented rather than product-oriented. There was

a greater emphasis on the use of existing technology (on working "within

the art") rather than on the development of new technology (oizxworking

at the "cutting edge"). A cycle that moved from research to development

to production, with people at each stage working more or less independently,

no longer fitted the new conditions. It was now necessary to make a direct

transfer of technology from research to production, and to forge much closer

links between development and manufacture. But such changes affect the

very essence of an organization: theY affect the meaning of time, the

criteria for success, and the view of which people are most central to the

organization's core mission. What was required %,as a cultural change, a

term that was specifically used bv the paricipants witb whom I talked.

What I f'ound was that this process ol adapting to new conditions created

a series of contradictions that interfered with the efficiency of work and

with career satisfaction. The contradiction; that emerged were based not

on ill will, irrationality, or any lack of intelligence on the part of

management, but (, the complexities of growth, dVC'eopment, and change.

As such they are probably present in many Rt) settings, not only in those I

i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



studied, and their recognitionji may !e importanot to all those respolisib.Ic

for the management of technical profess ionals. They gave specific meaning

to the career frustrations originally identified in the N111' sample.

Cont rad i ct ions

In this particular institutional setting, such frustrations could

ne understood in terms of four inner contradictions. Of these two are

contradictions between the assuiiptions of management and those of the

professionals they supervi-se. The first one stems from outdated notions

about what motivates technical professionals; the other from new organizational

responses to change that create inefficiencies.

1. The Myth of Science

The managers I talked to, particularly those in the lab that hired the

most scientists, had a very definite view of what it means to pursue science

as a career. Their image was of a career pursued by highly intelligent

autonomous people for whom work brings its own rewards. This presumption

guided many of the organization's proceditres, oarticularly in regard to

recruitment, promotion, and training. And it led manatgers to try to create

for their subordinates an atmospherc- conducive to creative work--an atmosphere

in which professionals were Cien ; m.ch atut, nomy as possinle in choosing

problems to work ;n, though!, ol cc r-e such problems had to be related to the

overall goal, ot th,. orgar i,,t-ait . 1il in the r ipidly changing circumstanccs

of: this lab, what :a.; uui i,hat ,,n"' rla, cd t(, the orvani-.at ion's go:ilz

was not always t-lear. In t.: :t, when ,'!vwed From the perspective of the

professionals in t1 ,o lab, ;ocli ,):i atmo'spherc ,: not at all what they, wanted,

and only created Fr1' tHier uncrtainty and coiif .zion. Rid these scientists

wanted autonomy in this sene, , wculd have worked in a university. Coming

to an industrial lab, one plhsici t toi I me, wa>, a difficult decision, but

LL .
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once made, it solidified his desire to u:;e knowledge and skills ir. the pilrsuit

of organizationally recognized goalis, and he resented the fact that he- as

seemingly allowed to work on problems that did not fully meet this criter'on.

Rather, these scientists wanted to be given tasks that were central to the

organization's mission, so that they would gain recognition and reward if they

were successful in their assigniments. What they wanted was not autonomy in

defining problems to work on--in fact they complained that it was "hard ta,

find problemas" and some said that they "liked to be led." They clearly

differentiated themselves from the stereotypical scholar/scientist on this

point. But once the), were given an organizationally relevant task, then

they wanted to be backed with resources and to be given the independence

and discretion to follow through on implementation.

What was needed was not autonomy in choosing an assignment, but

self-monitoring after the task had been set. Yet, ironically, it was just

at this point that the organization, in trying to turn the work in new

directions, often stepped in with controls: management had to sign off

,ven on small equipment purcha.ses; group leaders had to approve technical

memos; papers carri,_d names of superviory peersonnel who were

not involved in the woir: being rcTeCrted. There was choice in setting

tasks, but contros ; i zplec,nt'i.; themi. It should have been exactly"

the reverse.

I am reminaed lere of a study that investigated the differences

betleen parc,.ta; itt itude:; to adolr_.cents in sulburban America and in

NPeamark. 1;ki a cnit'rcii were kepTt closely in check during cl, ildhood and

then at adolescence it was assumed 'hey had internalized p-trental valucs,

so they were lo. loose on the wor,.! American parents showed exactly

the oppasitc pattern: they were over-permissiv,, itr the ,-arly years and



when in adolescence they did not like what they saw, th'n they tried to

institute controls. It was a p';ttern that Wa, not as successful as the

Danish one, at least not at the ti:!ie of the study. The organizational

culture I studied was closer to the Uerican pattern, but the professionals

I talked to knew that their work would be more effective and their careers

more satisfactory ith an appro,-ch closer to the Danish.*

This, then, is the first contradiction, namely, the contradiction

between what management assumes motivates its people and the actual

motivations of most of the compan:"s professionals. This management assumption

was not explicit, but still had wide ramifications in organizational

procedures. Since it did not coincide with reality, however, it led

to disappointment and frustration among some of these laboratories' most

highly qualified personnel, and reduced their willingness and capability

to produce most effectively.

2. Reorganization: A Rational Response?

The second contradiction stems not from outmoded assumptions--

or managerial myths--but from a characteristic and seemingly highly

rational response to change: namely, the impulse to reorganize. In the

face of new external constraints, countless organizations have removed

* Almost twenty years ago, I found a similar dilemma confronting professional

women. They were given wide choice on initial decisions: should they not
work? combine work with children? enphasize only' career? But if they
decided to work, then they were faced with all the constraints that women

faced in those days. Men, in contrrst, knew they t.ad to find an occupation
but had wide ch.ice in choosing one that suited them. P.ychologically, the
women's pattern was a more difficult one (B;i.lyn, 1965).



common functions from division,; or project group's and hute ct :r i

them into new departments; a frequent example is purchasing. i'ut su ch

changes may create confusion and inefficiency within the original group:.

Two examples from the R&D labs come to mind. First, in order to produce

an electronic component, more is required than a circuit design; it also

requires processing and packaging. Where previously each project group

j had its own procc-ssing and packaging people, now they were removed and

centralized into a separate department, thus creating new burdens of

coordination for the designers. Second, an example from the systems

engineering lab. The development of a system needs specification of

requirements in close contact with a customer, then it needs to be

developed and tested. Previously all these functions existed within the

work group, but then there came a reorganization designed to reduce overall

organizational redundancy.

Once such functions are separated out and concentrated, there results

a more rational organization--it least as seen from the top, or from the

outside--but within the working groups there are new and difficult problems

of coordination. It is one aspect of whit has been called the bureaucratizati'W

of the professional.

In the labs I studied this extraction of vital functions into

theoretically more efficient concentrations was a, continuous source of

frustration; the effectiveness of .:ork at the group level was clearly

reduced by these reorganizations. On top of which, these changes seemed to

come out of the Hbue, with little apparent reason and few efforts at J.ustifi cation.

It led in the ca:e of one engineer to such frustration at the inefficiencies

created by the difficulties of coordination, that his professional pride and

involvement were withdrawn from his work. Inste-id, he started to I'uy

and manage outside investments. lie told me that if' h,- .,re called in the middle of

the night by one of his privatc cu.tomers, he w rol' rt I,e offended. But, if some-



one cal led him from work- -he never fini -ihed the sentence; hi:; expre-s ion t',] Jl.

in other words, some el the organi zation's key responses to change,

rational and necessary when viewed from the top, Were perceived by the

.crking professionals as creating unnecessary inefficiency and even chaos,

and their response, in many cases, was to lessen thei r own efforts to

increase the efficiency of work. And since they were professionals, this

decreased their satisfaction as well. It is entirely possible, of course,

that there is a necessary trade-off between efficiency at the level of

the work group and at the level of the larger organization. The problems

caused by this contradiction must then be dealt with by more careful

explanation and warning of impending changes. But better communication

may not be the only answer. I would also like io suggest that there may le

cases where seemingly rational reorganization is not in fact rational,

but creates dysfunctions where the work is really done--dysfunctions that

are not only not recognized by management but that also interfere seriouslv

with the productivity of the total organization.

What can be done to alleviate the conscquehces of these cont inJiicti an

any given organization will depend, of course, on the particLIlar circumstances

involved. But thn. first iev to resolving contradictions like this is to

recognize that they exi:;t, and to c mmnunicate about them %ith the rele\ ant

people within an organization.

The third crt radiction deals t,, h an issue of inreasingener' ,

con- -n (see, e.. Bultz, 1975; IPaltnn et a., 1977: I-itz, 1982). This is

the issue of age, and what happens to older tuchnicn i employees.

3. Age and Movement

I found in the ;ituations 1 studied in detail, a whole host of

contradictor- cues on this issue. Thc facts wiere sir.,ple. The workforce

was aging, and with the threa t of ,oVCrrnment law- igins' age discrimin t ion
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the problems 01 the ";.at.re profu> : io 015 .. ():c Ji. I <d I

called it) were promi ent in many peCt)p IC m i nds. But eci lre'

emphasized youth. In fact, even though these oran :iti ons did i-olrotC

people after -10 :ued did emp1oy somh independent contrib itto is in thei r SO',

and 60's, the perception of tlie technic:1 IIp )OYCes Was others iSL. F, C 0 (

the reasons for this, by the way, was that groups tended to be fairly hoil)-

geneous in age. Older professoriials tended to 1,v grouped with other olde r

professionals. This fact alone suggests at least a superficial remedy:

mix up ages in assigning groups. it is a solution, also, that has been

shown in many studies of aging in society at large, to increase the

effectiveness and adaptability of older and younger alike.

But it is not chronological age per se that is at issue. lather it i

stagnation. No matter whom I talked to, and at levels from technician

through top manager of a division, the fear of being stuck iii one job

too long (usually defined as 10 Years) was grcat. The effects of stagnation

were brought home to me by some interesting conti'asts I had in my sample.

I talked to two group leaders, both of the same age, both with long service

in the company. The first one had just become a group leader. The second.

in contrast, had had what was surely viewed, initially, as a more succes- ful

career: he had been made a group leader after only three years of service.

iiut there he hod stayed for many vea:s. f cannot describe to you the

difference between these two people. The first was among the most excited

and involved people in my sample, the second among the most discouraged. Annd

a similar difference exist.ed in the reactions of tw , deportment managers of'

about the same age, one who had recently been promoted after many yeairs as

c.roup leader, and the other whose initial promotion cano fast but uho h;ad no1A

passed the l&year point as a department manager.

'I I. -
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The issue, therefore, is less age than movement. And the movement

need not necessarily be up. It can also be lateral, to different organi-

zations, dealing with different aspects of technology. A number of people

I talked to, who had been forced to move to different groups because of

phase-outs of specific technology, looked back at this as the best

thing that ever happened to them. They had been forced to learn something

new and in the process had been saved from feelings of stagnation. At

least that is how they now described it. At the time, the reaction was

often different. And, indeed, when asked about prospective movement,

the tendency is to be very cautious.

And herein lies the contradiction. Movement is seen as beneficial

by both management and professionals, but both also fear it. Individual

employees fear to move because of insecurity: they are not sure they will

be able to learn the new technology; they fear that during a period of

retooling they will lose their performance ranking and their salaries will

suffer. They are afraid to risk movement for fear they will fail. Their

present position, though they complain about stagnation, is at least known

and secure. Management, too, is afraid of movement in the organization.

Each individual supervisor fears the loss of the group's best people. And

yet the advantages are also obvious. Managers observe the rejuvenation

when professionals are put on completely new tasks; and internal movement

allows them to manage better the effects of differential rates of growth

in different parts of the organization.

Again, recognition of the problem is a key to resolution. But inertia

is so strong that it requires strong support to create individual movement.

If management remains quiesZent becatse of fear of losing good people,

movement will not happen. And, anyway, I stronglv su.;nect that those whom

management views as the "best people" arc least likely to move on their

..... _bT
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own and most likely to wait for the organizational rewards (usually in the

form of promotion) that they rightly see as coming to them.

4. Work vs. Career

The final contradiction is that between work and career. In dealing

with professionals, we usually assume that work and career go together,

but in fact, in these organizations, they seem to be in conflict. What is

necessary for career advancement is personal exposure in front of management;

but effective work requires involvement and responsibility at the working

level which characteristically does not include supervisory personnel. An

actual example will help explain what I mean. A customer has a complaint

about a system. Typically he approaches the systems engineer with whom he

dealt in setting up the initial requirements. The systems engineer recognizes

the problem as one of development. At this point two scenarios are possible,

one emphasizes work, one career. The work scenario has the systems

engineer, the developer, and the customer sitting down together to diagnose

the problem, and the issue is soon resolved. The customer is pleased and

the developer is able to save face. But how does the systems engineer get

credit from management for this effort? Only if he follows the career

scenario. Here he first turns to his manager, who then contacts the

developer's manager, and he, in turn, deals with the development engineer.

The process takes longer so the customer is less satisfied, and relations

between developer and systems engineer must necessarily become strained,

clearly adding to any problems of coordination they may already have.

The work suffers, but the systems engineer gets credit with his management,

,nd that credit has beneficial consequences for his career.

How do such situations arise? They come about as organizations grow

and as proceduros are put in place to monitor results more closely in order

to increase the efficiency of work--the very thing th::" then may actually
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not happen. Setting time schedules and measuring results by the ability

to meet goals on time is a specific example. When used as a work measure,

as a guide to which groups are ahead or behind schedule on a particular

development, such measures are invaluable for planning and for overall

effectiveness. But often they function as career measures, as ways of

appraising particular individuals in competition with others involved in

the same project. When that is the case such measures dry up information

channels and exacerbate the problems of coordination in projects that are

dependent on the mutual efforts of a number of people and groups.

Professionals, of course, differ among themselves on where they stand

on this work/career dilemma, more so, I suspect, than managers do. In

fact, the relatively greater homogeneity of managers may account in

part, for this dilemma. In any case, some professionals are clearly work-

oriented--perhaps like the puzzle-oriented engineer with whom I started. Others

are equally as clearly oriented toward career: they know they want to advance

in management and will do what is necessary to achieve that goal. And some--

perhaps a large group, particularly of younger employees--are ambivalent:

they are not sure which way they want to go. For each of these groups a

different resolution of this contradiction is required. Those whose efforts

center primarily on the actual technical work are really the R&D lab's

greatest resource. It is here that alternate forms of recognition must be

introduced to keep these people effective. Those oriented to career, in

contrast, are caught in the issues of career trajectory. If promoted too

quickly at the beginning they run the risk of stagnation at a later date.

I sometimes think that it might almost be better to reverse the usual

pattern and to slow down promotions of younger professionals and accelerate

those of career oriented older employees. Finally, those who are

ambivalent need to be able to try out management without permanent commitment--
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to test themselves and to demystify the management job.

Indeed, a system of temporary assignments to management may make sense

for all groups. First level supervision in the R&D lab is probably better

thought of as a specific job assignment for a snecified project or

time period, than as a reward for good performance. The more that

supervision represents a specific set of duties rather than status and

recognition, the less contradiction there will be between career and work in

the R&D lab.

Implications

All of these contradictions emerged from the study of a rather

restricted sample. But from discussing them with representatives of a

wide variety of technical organizations and from other data we have about

technical professionals, it seems that they have rather wide applicability.

Assuming, then, that they are generalizable, what can one conclude about the

management of technical professionals?

First, and perhaps most important, recognition of the existence of

such contradictions and awareness of the widely differing perspectives on

identical procedures are necessary steps toward resolution. But

recognition alone will not result in improvement if not accompanied by

communication of assumptions and perspectives. Almost by definition, what

I have called inner contradictions, but which might also be viewed as

cultural contradictions, cannot be resolved by fiat: they require shared

efforts at resolution.

Beyond this first step, I would like to suggest two directions that

such resoluLions might take, directions that have been found relevant to

a number of different settings and hence seem to have general validity.

L
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Temporary Assignments

The first suggestion I have already mentioned in passing: namely,

the importance of temporary assignments in an organization. Such assign-

ments need not only be to management, but can also be to different kinds of

tasks, or to different phases of the R&D process (from research to develop-

ment, for example, or from development to production or to end-users),

or, indeed, to groups using a different technology altogether. The relevance

of such a procedure to the contradictions I have described is evident:

such assignments break into periods of stagnation; they introduce movement

in an organizationally supported way, and they allow people to continue to test

their self-conceptions and the range of their skills against the realities of

different work experiences. It is entirely possible, also, that the negative

effects of reorganization will be obviated in a system where organization

charts apply more to jobs to be performed than to people doing those jobs.

To make such flexibility work, however, it will be important to pay attention

to the factors that now constrain movement. For example, it would probably

be necessary to have one's performance rating follow one to the new assign-

ment, and "buy-back" procedures would have to be available.

I am aware, of course, that an organization based on temporary

assignments will not be an easy one to manage. But there are many signals

that point to the need for greater flexibility in managing organizations

in today's world. And my data clearly point to the increases in work

effectiveness and personal satisfaction that could result.
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Career Rewards

My second suggestion for dealing with some of these contradictions

centers on what I have called career rewards. It is based on the complaints

I heard from technical professionals that they have "nothing to look

forward to"; that they have "no role models of independent contributors

in their 50's or 60's." Such a reward would come essentially with length

of service, though presumably some variation in timing (and perhaps in

details), dependent on quality of performance, could be figured in.

It would consist of a package of various items that were 1) related to

a person's work; 2) financial; 3) public signals of status; and 4)

some benefits or perquisites individualized to the particular case.

-I Before describing what I mean in more detail I want to emphasize that

this is completely different from the dual ladder. The dual ladder is

an alternative progression to the managerial track, and as such represents

a choice point for professionals at an earlj point in their careers.

What I am suggesting comes at a late stage in a person's career and

represents something a technical professional can look forward to over

a long period of service.

As for details, my data suggest that the most important work-related

aspect of a career reward would be the right to report directly to a higher

level of management. This would greatly increase the ability of the mature

professional to "self-monitor" work. It would also bring him or her

closer to a level in the organization where overall goals are decided

on, and thus the search for organizationally relevant problems to work on

would be greatly eased.

Second, career rewards should include an increase in financial return

to the technical professional in the form, perhaps, of increased salary

or bonus or stock or whatever. Let me digress here with a word on salary.
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Older professionals are generally the highest paid in an organization, but

they perceive themselves as disadvantaged because characteristically their

salaries are increasing at a slower rate than are those of younger employees.

And even though we assume that we reward performances with salary increases,

there is a great deal of evidence that shows that the causal relation is

exactly reversed: that performance adjusts to meet the level of the increa'e

which in the minds of the recipients represents the contribution the

organization expects of them. It is a form of self-fulfil'ing prophecy.

Think, for a minute, how different this would be if we thought of salary

increases in absolute terms--in numbers of dollars--rather than in

percentages. Then the "lower" increase (in terms of percents) of older

professionals would often, in fact, translate into "higher" increases in

terms of actual dollars. It is interesting to speculate what would be

required to bring about such a change in point of view, and why it is

seemingly so difficult when it has such obvious, at least to me, advantages.

But to get back to career rewards, the third aspect is public signals

of status. The most obvious that comes to mind is a private office, but

even without that, the very fact of a public bestowal of a career reward

could serve as an effective signal, particularly if it were accompanied by

a change in title. Other possibilities in this category are increased

access to secretaries and to technicians.

Finally, career rewards should include a group of individualized

benefits; these might relate to work (being allowed, for example, to

attend an extra conference or to take a work-related sabbatical), or to

opportunities for relocation, or, in some cases, to support for a

,hase-out, such as reduced time commitments or early retirement.

) * d
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An organization that institutes such career rewards would soon have

a group of senior professionals who were well integrated into the

organization and well disposed toward it. They could form what I like

to think of as an "experience circle"--akin to quality control circles:

a group of senior professionals with long experience in the company

who could consider issues of work effectiveness and productivity from a

wide range of perspectives. Membership in such an "experience circle"

would represent an assignment of high relevance to the company. The existence

of such a group would underline the distinctive contributions that can be

made by older professionals, and would enhance their effectiveness and

satisfaction.

Perhaps you feel that I am suggesting advantages for older professionals

at the expense of younger and presumably more energetic and more up-to-date

employees. I do believe that here we really have a "trickle down" effect.

Part of the discomfort of younger employees is that they see only one route

to success, a route that they well know is open only to a few. By providing

for them models of satisfactory careers of many different kinds, we

contribute, also, to their effectiveness and well-being.

In general, these studies point to the conclusion that variety,

flexibility, and imaginative alternatives to standardized career patterns

are not distractions to organizational efficiency, and may well be the most

necessary ingredients in a productive future.

_ A
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